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Professor Arne Eigenfeldt Sep 15, 2019 
Interim Director, SFU School for the Contemporary Arts 
Simon Fraser University, Goldcorp Centre for the Arts 
149 West Hastings, Vancouver, BC  V6B 1H4 
 
Dear Professor Eigenfeldt, 
 
I was informed of your search for a faculty member in Experimental Composition by Wlad 
Woyno, a colleague and friend who I’ve known for many years. As a composer, theatrical sound 
designer, and interdisciplinary artist, I believe that my professional experience and education 
make me an excellent fit for your department. 
 
My artistic practice involves the interaction of music and sound with storytelling, bodies onstage, 
architecture, and visual technology. In addition to composing and building original music, I work 
with ambience, texture, found content, and live reinforcement to shape and support live 
performance. I use a variety of tools in my compositions, some of which include instrumental 
orchestration, voice, lyric, midi orchestration, and live cueing software. My work is inherently 
collaborative and interdisciplinary, and I am passionate about engaging with other artists 
throughout my process. 
 
I graduated from the Tisch School of the Arts at NYU in 2017 with an MFA in Musical Theatre 
Writing (Composition). My time at NYU allowed me to deepen my understanding of my overall 
compositional aesthetic through extensive collaboration, conversation, and critique amongst my 
peers and faculty. Musical theatre writing is a complex and challenging art form. It requires 
technical rigour and a high level of skill in working with lyrics, orchestration, and the human 
voice. While this genre is only one element of my artistic practice, my time spent studying 
musical theatre has greatly enriched every aspect of my work. 
  
Since returning from New York I have worked extensively while based in Vancouver, composing 
and designing for the largest theatre companies in Western Canada. I have worked as a Part Time 
Adjunct Professor, advising Sound Design in UBC’s Department of Theatre and Film, and have 
mentored several emerging artists through programs supported by the BC Arts Council and 
individual companies. I have had fantastic opportunities to engage in projects with Indigenous 
and Latinx artists, and to begin investigating ethical practices concerning the interaction of 
composition and culture. My work exists at the intersection of many art forms, and I am 
passionate about the continued examination of the role of sound and music within larger 
performance contexts. 
 
I have included on the following pages detailed descriptions of some of the significant works I 
have been a part of. It is my hope that this will illustrate the scope of my practice, as well as 
contextualize some of the portfolio materials that I have provided at mishellecuttler.com/sfu2019. 
 
Thank you so much for your consideration, 
 
 
Mishelle Cuttler 
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Significant Works 
 

All portfolio and application materials can be viewed at: 
www.mishellecuttler.com/sfu2019 

 
Skyborn: a land reclamation odyssey – 2019/2020  
Skyborn is an original theatrical piece written and performed by Musqueam artist Quelemia 
Sparrow. “In Skyborn, a woman falls through a black hole in her little blue house on the reserve. 
There, she meets her Granny Rose in the shape of a wolf, who guides her on a spirit canoe journey 
to retrieve her soul from the land of the dead.” 
  
On Skyborn, I have had the honour of working with Musqueam composer Christie Lee Charles 
and Salish composer Russell Wallace to support and assist in the creation of new Indigenous 
music. Moving forward into the full production of this piece, I will be utilizing and building upon 
the work that we have already created through workshop and development. The visual and aural 
storytelling will be inextricably linked throughout Skyborn, and I will be working closely with 
projection designer Beth Kates to integrate these elements and create a continuous soundscape 
for the piece. Through my work on this project I am beginning to understand what it means to 
uphold and support Indigenous matriarchal artists by engaging in their creation process and 
holding space for their voices.  
 
Portfolio piece: Skyborn – Women’s Improv came out of a multi-step layered improvisation with 
3 voices in 6 parts that I co-facilitated with Quelemia, Russell, and director Kim Harvey. Tracks 
were recorded separately and I lightly edited and adjusted the layers in post. The vocalists are 
Renae Morrisseau, Kaitlyn Yott, and Chelsea Rose. 
 
Made in Canada – 2020  
Made in Canada is a hybrid between musical performance piece and stage play that will premier 
in May, 2020.  In collaboration with Pedro Chamale (who is a graduate of the SCA) I am in the 
process of creating a score that draws inspiration from the lives of migrant workers in Canada. 
At the core of this piece is the Latinx experience, and this has been an ongoing opportunity for 
me to examine how to ethically work in musical styles that are deeply tied to a culture I am not 
a part of. The piece is currently in early development, and Pedro and I have already had several 
opportunities to engage in the process through research, dialogue, and experimentation supported 
by the Banff Centre and our public funding bodies. 
 
SS Sophia: Before – 2018   
Commissioned by The Little Chamber Music Series That Could for “Sounding the Sophia” 
 
Working with flute, violin, viola, clarinet, and bass, Before is a musical response to the 
passengers and crew lost in the sinking of the SS Princess Sophia CPR Steamship off the coast 
of BC in 1918. As the first of three pieces commissioned for this concert, this work is written to 
give voice and reclaim joy for those passengers as they lived before this tragedy. I composed this 
score by first setting a piece of textual prose to music, then building and shaping that music to 
the instrumental canvas I was working with. My portfolio includes a full archival video of my 
piece in concert, as well as the instrumental score. 
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The Seventh Fire – 2018/ongoing 
“The Seventh Fire is a play by Lisa C. Ravensbergen sourcing traditional, oral Anishinaabe 
stories and societal roles as a way to explore ceremony in the everyday. Set in the present, past, 
and future, it tells the story of a woman’s return to the Ojibwe community she believes has 
rejected her. She discovers her destiny is tied to prophesy when she becomes pivotal to the 
community’s survival.” 
 
Portfolio piece: The Seventh Fire – Workshop Creation was made in a workshop rehearsal over 
the course of an afternoon using a base melody that was improvised by the company. I built this 
soundscape in response to the image of a growing storm, using a zoom recorder, the bodies in 
the room, and experimentation with sound from other organic materials.  
 
Killer Joe, Wet – 2014 & 2018 
I have had the opportunity to create immersive soundscapes for two pieces with ITSAZOO 
Productions throughout my career. Killer Joe and Wet were both sight-specific plays that put 
audience members into hyper-realistic theatrical spaces, often within arm’s reach of performers. 
As the sound designer for these projects, I worked to create designs that were spatially immersive 
and contextually accurate. Working within this conceit of hyper-reality allowed for moments 
where I was able to expand and manipulate reality through sound. The interplay between veracity 
and surrealism in these pieces was an exciting world to play within. 
 
The Events – 2018  
“The Events is an incendiary exploration of a tragic contemporary phenomenon. The play 
features Claire, a priest and choir leader who has survived a mass shooting… in each 
performance, a different choral group from the Vancouver community shared the stage with the 
show’s two actors.” 
 
This piece was an incredible opportunity to actively participate in the integration of music, 
storytelling, and community engagement. As the Musical Supervisor, Accompanist, and Sound 
Designer for The Events, I rehearsed with choirs across the lower mainland, prepared them for 
their one-night-only performance within the piece, and acted as their anchor during the show. 
The choirs sang pieces by John Browne at various points throughout the show, and I composed 
and performed incidental and transitional music. 
 
STATIONARY: a recession-era musical – 2011 to 2015 
STATIONARY was the first musical theatre project that I composed, in collaboration with 
bookwriter/lyricist Christine Quintana. Development of the project began in 2011 and culminated 
in 2015 with a tour to Ontario and a run at The Cultch in Vancouver that garnered Jessie 
Richardson awards for Outstanding Composition and Outstanding Musical, along with 
nominations for Outstanding Musical Direction and Outstanding Ensemble. As a creator and 
performer in the piece, my work in STATIONARY was extremely collaborative and an excellent 
opportunity for me to learn firsthand how to navigate the relationship between music, lyric, 
orchestration, and storytelling. I have included the final song, Tomorrow My Friend in my 
portfolio. It was recorded in 2012 after our first full-length production at the Neanderthal Festival. 
 
 


